FOCUS Security
DAVANTIS partner in Norway

DAVANTIS are pleased to
announce an exciting new
partnership in Norway with
Focus Security for the supply
of our latest generation of
Perimeter Security Analytics.
Focus Security are a
specialist provider of
Security Technology
solutions with leading
edge innovations based on
quality and effectiveness in
securing and protecting their
customers. This marks a key
strategic move for DAVANTIS
to continue to widen its reach
across the Nordic region,
with strong partnerships
based on specialist skills
and knowledge - to raise the
expectations of installers,

monitoring stations and
end-users across Norway,
Sweden, Finland, and
Denmark. In doing so, we aim
to provide better solutions
and add better choice into
what has been a static
marketplace for some time
and to deliver something
better and more effective
for Perimeter Security using
next-generation hybrid video
analytics combining Deep
Learning AI, and Advanced
Machine Learning technology
- far exceeding previous
expectations over traditional
video analytics, with new
increased detection accuracy
whilst delivering massive
false alarm reduction that
is designed to cope with

Combining Deep
Learning AI,
and Advanced
Machine Learning
technology
modern building design
and sustainable green
environmental standards.
DAVANTIS are looking
forward to working closely
with Focus Security in the
coming months and years to
transform the way in which
video analytics are deployed
and the benefits they bring.
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ClickThruTM technology
Our exclusive technology is a unique,
simple, efficient system integrated into
all CMS, VMS and PSIM.
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